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Abstract

Holography is a method for three-dimensional (3D) imaging of objects by applying

interferometric analysis. A recorded hologram is required to be reconstructed in order to

image an object. However one needs to know the appropriate reconstruction distance prior

to the hologram reconstruction, otherwise the reconstruction is out-of-focus. If the focus

distance of the object is not known priori, then it must be estimated using an autofocusing

technique. Traditional autofocusing techniques used in image processing literature can

also be applied to digital holography. In this thesis, eleven common sharpness functions

developed for standard photography and microscopy are applied to digital holograms,

and the estimation of the focus distances of holograms is investigated. The magnitude of

a recorded hologram is quantitatively evaluated for its sharpness while it is reconstructed

on an interval, and the reconstruction distance which yields the best quantitative result

is chosen as the true focus distance of the hologram. However autofocusing of high-

resolution digital holograms is very demanding in means of computational power. In

this thesis, a scaling technique is proposed for increasing the speed of autofocusing in

digital holographic applications, where the speed of a reconstruction is improved on the

order of square of the scale-ratio. Experimental results show that this technique offers a
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noticeable improvement in the speed of autofocusing while preserving accuracy greatly.

However estimation of the true focus point with very high amounts of scaling becomes

unreliable because the scaling method detriments the sharpness curves produced by the

sharpness functions. In order to measure the reliability of autofocusing with the scaling

technique, fifty computer generated holograms of gray-scale human portrait, landscape

and micro-structure images are created. Afterwards, autofocusing is applied to the scaled-

down versions of these holograms as the scale-ratio is increased, and the autofocusing

performance is statistically measured as a function of the scale-ratio. The simulation

results are in agreement with the experimental results, and they show that it is possible to

apply the scaling technique without losing significant reliability in autofocusing.
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Özet

Holografi, nesneleri girişim desenleri ile analiz ederek üç boyutlu görüntü elde ede-

bilmeyi sağlayan bir metoddur. Ancak bir hologramı yapılandırabilmek için nesnenin

kamera düzleminden uzaklığının bilinmesi gereklidir, aksi takdirde elde edilen yapılandır-

malar odaklanmamış olacaktır. Eğer bu ’yeniden yapılandırma uzaklığı’ önceden bil-

inmiyorsa, bu mesafenin otomatik odaklama tekniği kullanılarak hesaplanması gerekir.

Görüntü işleme literatüründe bulunan geleneksel otomatik odaklama teknikleri sayısal

holografiye uygulanabilmektedir. Bu tezde, on bir geleneksel netlik kriteri dijital holo-

gramlara uygulanarak, doğru yapılandırma mesafesinin bulunması incelenmiştir. Kayde-

dilen hologramlar çeşitli uzaklıklarda yapılandırılarak elde edilen görüntülerin genlikleri

netlik kriterleri ile karşılaştırılmıştır. Sayısal olarak en keskin hatlara sahip genlik resmi,

odaklanmış olan yeniden yapılandırmayı ifade etmektedir. Bu şekilde elde edilen yeniden

yapılandırma uzaklığına ’doğru-odak-uzaklığı’ ismi verilmiştir. Ancak, yüksek çözünür-

lükteki hologramların otomatik odaklanması oldukça uzun sürmektedir. Bu amaçla bir

ölçekleme metodu geliştirilmiş ve sunulmuştur. Bu ölçekleme metodu ile doğru-odak-

uzaklığı halen yüksek hassasiyet ile hesaplanabilirken, hesaplama süresi de ölçeğin karesi

oranında kısalmaktadır. Ancak, çok yüksek ölçek değerleri kullanıldığında otomatik
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odaklama işlemi güvenilir olmamaktadır, çünkü ölçekleme metodu netlik kriterleri ile

hesaplanan netlik eğrilerinde bozulmaya yol açmaktadır. Bu sebeple, ölçekleme metodu

ile otomatik odaklama işleminin güvenilirliğini ölçmek için insan portresi, manzara ve

mikro-yapılar içeren elli adet resimden sentetik hologramlar türetilmiştir. Bu hologram-

lar artan ölçek değerleri ile ölçeklenerek otomatik odaklamaya tabi tutulmuş, ve otomatik

odaklamanın güvenilirliği istatistiksel olarak incelenmiştir. Simülasyon sonuçları deney-

sel sonuçlar ile uyuşmakta, ve ölçekleme tekniği kullanılarak güvenilir otomatik odak-

lama yapılabileceği gösterilmektedir.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Holography is invented by Dennis Gabor in 1948 while he was working on electron mi-

croscopy [1]. He recorded the interference pattern of a wave scattered from an object and

a background wave on a photographic film, and then he showed that it was possible to

reconstruct the object wave-field by illuminating the photographic film with the reference

wave that is used in the recording. With this technique, he was able to recover both the

intensity and phase information of the original object wave-field. He coined his work as

’wavefront reconstruction’ at first, but later he addressed the technique as ’holography’.

The word holography is inspired from two Greek words ’holos’ and ’graphen’ which

mean ’whole’ and ’to write’ respectively.

The first holograms recorded by Gabor had important problems such as the weak

coherence between the waves, and the presence of a twin-image of the object. Ten years

after his work in 1959, Gould has invented a highly coherent light-source, the laser, which

induced a rapid development rate in interferometric applications [2]. Just three years later,

the twin-image problem is addressed by Leith and Upatnieks who invented off-axis holog-

raphy where there is a small angle between the object and the reference waves [3]. With

their setup, the twin images were spatially separated. In the late 1960s, holographic inter-

ferometry is developed by Powell and Stetson, and it started to have use in applications

such as vibration analysis and surface contouring [4, 5, 6].

In 1969, Brown and Lohmann introduced the concept of generating holograms in

a computer environment, and then reconstructing them optically [7]. This technique is
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called computer generated holography (CGH), and the process of synthesizing holograms

is explored by other scientists as well [8, 9]. A few years later, in the early 1970s, process

of hologram reconstruction is transferred into the computer environment [10, 11, 12].

This gave birth to the idea of digital holography in which the optical illumination of a

hologram with the reference wave and the wave propagation procedures are performed

numerically on a computer [13]. In 1993, Schnars and Jüptner established the idea of dig-

ital holography is established where they recorded holograms digitally on charge coupled

devices (CCDs) [14, 15]. With their method, the photographic recording was removed

as an intermediate step, and it became possible to directly record and reconstruct holo-

grams numerically. Since the mid 1990s, the topic of digital holography became very

popular, and it has started to have use in many applications such as deformation analy-

sis and shape measurement [16, 17], microscopy [18, 19, 20, 21], particle measurement

and tracking [22, 23, 24], refractive index measurement [25, 26], holographic data stor-

age [27, 28, 29] and watermarking [30].

Digital holographic imaging has three significant advantages over standard imaging

techniques. First of all, since the phase of the object wave is coupled to the recorded

intensity image due to interference, both the magnitude and phase of the object wave

can be recovered numerically [31], which allows imaging of phase objects without any

staining. Secondly, an exact replica of the object wave-field is recovered in holographic

imaging, and therefore it is considered as the only true 3D imaging technique compared

to other imaging technologies such as stereoscopic imaging or integral imaging [32, 33,

34]. Thirdly in holographic imaging, no mechanical focusing is required at the hologram

recording step, because the recorded hologram can be numerically reconstructed at any

desired depth. However to obtain a focused 3D image of a specimen, the hologram must

be reconstructed at the actual depth of the object.

When the actual depth of an object is not known a priori, the hologram is recon-

structed at several different depths and the best focused reconstruction is hand-picked by

a human. An autonomous solution to this problem is using an autofocusing algorithm

for selecting the best focused object image. There are numerous metrics proposed in

literature for comparing the in-focusness of images acquired by photography and light-
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microscopy [35, 36, 37], where the stage or the lens position is adjusted successively as

the images are evaluated by a sharpness metric. The very same approach is valid in digital

holography and digital holographic microscopy as well. Basically, the hologram is recon-

structed at candidate distances and the sharpness of the magnitude of the reconstructed

images are compared using a sharpness metric. Although, there are sharpness metrics ex-

plicitly developed for digital holography in literature [38, 39, 40], the traditional sharpness

metrics are able to estimate the true-focus-distances of holograms accurately as well [41].

Autofocusing of digital holograms may be very demanding in means of computa-

tional power when the hologram size is large. For example, a one mega-pixels size holo-

gram is reconstructed in hundreds of milliseconds with a high-end conventional Central

Processing Unit (CPU) [42]. In order to achieve real-time operation speed, hardware

accelerators such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) may be utilized as the calcula-

tion engine [43, 44, 45]. However this comes with a capital cost for the hardware, and

an engineering cost for integrating it to the system. Another way to achieve faster op-

eration is using scaled holograms for finding out the true-focus-distance of the original

hologram [46]. When a hologram is scaled-down k times in size, its reconstruction is

completed approximately k2 times faster than the original. It is worth to note that the

speed improvement using scaling technique is independent of the processing power of the

system, and the speed can be further improved by many-folds if GPUs were to be utilized

in addition.

In this thesis, autofocusing is performed on digital holograms recorded by a DHM us-

ing traditional sharpness metrics, and the performance of the scaling method is presented.

In chapter 2, principles of digital holographic recording, hologram filtering and hologram

reconstruction methods are given. In chapter 3, the specifications of our digital holo-

graphic microscope and the developed software for controlling the DHM are presented.

Afterwards, exemplary in-focus reconstructions of captured holograms are shown. In

chapter 4, autofocusing in digital holography is investigated and eleven of the most com-

mon sharpness metrics are presented to be used in autofocusing. Then, the sharpness

functions are tested experimentally, and four of them are chosen to be the most suited for

autofocusing in digital holography. In chapter 5, methods for increasing the speed perfor-

3



mance of autofocusing are explored, and the scaling technique is investigated. After val-

idating the technique experimentally, the amount of degradation due to scaling in means

of accuracy is statistically investigated on fifty computer generated holograms (CGH),

and the results are presented. Finally in the last chapter, the work done in the thesis is

summarized and the conclusion is provided.
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Chapter 2

DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY

In digital holography, the interference pattern of a wave scattered from an object and a

reference wave is recorded with a CCD camera, and the object image is reconstructed in

3D [47, 31]. Since the phase of the object wave is coupled to the recorded intensity image

due to interference, both the magnitude and phase of the object wave can be recovered

numerically.

In this chapter, principles of digital holographic recording and filtering of digital holo-

grams are explained. Three different methods for reconstructing digital holograms are

described and their performances are discussed. Finally, a method for creating computer

generated holograms is described.

2.1 Digital Holographic Recording

A holographic recording makes use of the interference of two coherent light fields, where

one field is regarded as the object wave O and the other one is regarded as the reference

wave R. One of the easiest ways to achieve such a configuration is by dividing a laser

beam into two arms by use of a beam-splitter. Then, one arm is used to illuminate the

object and the wave diffracted from the object is recorded by the recording medium.

On the other hand, the other arm is object-free and the beam directly hits the recording

medium.

In a digital holography setup, the recording medium is typically a CCD/CMOS cam-

era. When an image is shot with a camera, only the intensity of the light field is captured.

5



For example, if an object is illuminated by a beam and the beam that is scattered from the

object is O, then the recorded image I is expressed as

I = |Oo|2. (2.1)

The phase information is lost in this process, and there is no known way to recover the

3-D properties of O without using some extra information or utilizing extra images.

However in digital holography, the intensity of summation of the object and reference

waves are recorded by the camera. Since these two light waves are coherent and they

interfere along the optical axis, the recorded image contains fringes that gives information

about the 3-D structure of the object. The wave scattered from the object (O) and the

reference wave (R) on the recording medium is then expressed as [15]:

I = |O +R|2. (2.2)

In this type of recording, I is no longer a simple intensity image, and instead it is called

as the "the hologram of the object". The hologram I can be expanded mathematically,

and four sub-images are revealed inside of it:

I = |O|2 + |R|2 +OR⇤
+O⇤R. (2.3)

Each of the four images has their own characteristics. The first two images are called

the zero order images of the object and the reference waves. These two images are un-

desirable for holographic imaging because they distort the others. The first term |O|2 is a

standard image of the object. Second term |R|2 is a spatially invariant DC signal which

increases the overall intensity of the hologram. There are methods to get rid of those

two disturbances, which will be explained shortly. The third and the fourth mathemati-

cal terms represent the object image multiplied with the reference wave and the complex

conjugate of this object image. These two images carry the required information to re-

construct the object wave completely in 3D.

To reconstruct a hologram, it must be illuminated by the same reference wave that was

used in the recording process. Commonly, a plane reference wave is used in the record-

ing process to ease up the reconstruction. The illuminated hologram is mathematically
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expressed as:

I.R = |O|2R + |R|2R +OR⇤R +O⇤RR. (2.4)

When the reference wave is a plane wave, the multiplications with the reference wave

are simplified like a multiplication with a constant term and a spatially invariant phase

shift on the multiplied image. The zero order terms diffract in the illumination direction

and since the object image O is spatially variant, it causes distortions on the rest of the im-

age. The third and the fourth images are the virtual and the conjugate object waves which

diffract to opposite sides along the z-axis. Although the planar reference wave assumption

simplifies the reconstruction, this is not required, and as long as the characteristics of the

reference wave is known, it is possible to reconstruct the hologram.

The four sub-images inside a hologram are best separated visually when the recording

is performed off-axis. Off-axis recording is characterized by a slight angular difference

between the object beam and the reference beam. Figure 2.1-a shows an off axis holo-

gram of Lena’s image where the object and reference beams are slightly off in x and y

axes. Note that the resolution of the hologram is directly dependent on this angular differ-

ence and the more the difference the lesser the resolution. Another result of this angular

difference is that the four sub-images are located on physically different portions of the

ccd when the hologram is reconstructed. When the hologram is illuminated by the ref-

erence wave, the image in Figure 2.1-b is obtained. This image clearly shows the four

sub-images located in a hologram. Note that these images are also physically located at

different depths on z-axis such that they come in to focus at different depths.

When an off-axis hologram is reconstructed, an image similar to Figure 2.1-b is ac-

quired. The bright square in the middle of the image is the composition of the zero order

images of the hologram. These zero order images do not diffract to sides and they remain

in the middle. The image of Lena on the upper right corner is the virtual image that was

reconstructed. The diffracted image on the lower left corner is the twin image of the ob-

ject and it is not focused. To focus the twin image instead, it is required to illuminate the

hologram from the opposite direction (on z axis). The twin images diffract further into

spatially opposite corner sides as the reconstructing beam travels further.

Although it is easy to get rid of the zero-order images and the conjugate image in
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Figure 2.1: An off-axis hologram of Lena’s image is presented. When the hologram is recon-

structed without filtering, four sub-images are revealed. In (b), the image on the upper right corner

is the virtual object image, the image on the lower left corner is the diffracted twin image, and the

bright blurry image in the middle is the composition of the zero-order images.

off-axis recording, this type of recording is not very desirable because there is a major

drawback. In off-axis recording, most of the ccd array is not used for imaging and ccd

pixels are wasted, for example, only the upper right corner of the imaging field is used

for viewing Lena’s image in Figure 2.1. As one would recognize, the lesser the angle

between the object and reference beams, the more the number of ccd pixels that are used

for imaging and not being wasted. This leads us to the in-line holography where there is

no angle (✓ = 0) between the two arms.

In in-line holography, the four sub-images cannot be separated visually, because all

the sub-images are centered in x and y axes, and they are superimposed on each other.

However, one would like to acquire only the third term in equation 2.4 -that is O⇤RR-.

The first term |O|2R causes self interference, the second term |R|2R adds a DC intensity

offset and the fourth term O⇤RR causes distortions. In figure 2.2, an in-line hologram

and its reconstruction is presented where the actual image of the object is distorted and

not visible due to the other images in the hologram. To image the object as desired, one

needs to filter out the zero order images and the unfocused twin image. When this is

achieved, the ccd pixels are fully utilized for imaging and the resolution is the highest.
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Figure 2.2: An on-axis hologram of Lena’s image, where the four sub-images are superimposed

on each other. In (b), the image of Lena is not clearly visible due to the distortion effects caused

by the zero-order and the twin images.

2.2 Digital Hologram Filtering Methods

In holographic context, filtering means getting rid of these undesired images in the recon-

struction, and different filtering methods exist for in-line (on-axis) and off-axis methods.

While a simple spatial filtering in the frequency domain is sufficient in off-axis hologra-

phy, in-line holography requires a more advanced operation with the capture of multiple

holograms of a scene. In the following, the two filtering techniques are explained.

2.2.1 Spatial Filtering

Spatial filtering is a simple way to suppress the undesirable images in an off-axis holo-

gram. This technique depends on the separation angle between the object and the refer-

ence beam. For example mathematically, when the reference beam is off with respect to

the object beam in x axis, the recorded pattern is expressed as [48]:

I = |O|2 + |R|2 +ORe�ikxsin✓
+O⇤Reikxsin✓, (2.5)

where k is the wave number and ✓ is the angle between the reference beam and the object

beam in x axis. The phase expressions on the third and the fourth images represent the

result of the angular difference between the beams. This difference provides a spatial

shift to the twin images in the frequency spectrum of the hologram I when 2D Fourier
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transform is applied. Figure 2.3-a and 2.3-b shows an off-axis hologram of Lena’s image

and its frequency spectrum. In this example, the reference and the object beams are off

in both x and y axes, therefore the frequency components of the twin images reside at

the upper-right and lower-left corners. On the other hand, the frequency components

of the zero-order images remain at the center as bright squares. For an angle ✓ on the

reference beam, the frequency components of the twin images are shifted to (�ksin✓/2)

and (ksin✓/2) locations in the spectrum.

�� ��

�� ��
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Figure 2.3: Spatial filtering is demonstrated on the hologram of Lena’s image. (a) The off-axis

hologram of Lena. (b) 2D frequency spectrum of the hologram. (c) The filtered frequency spec-

trum. (d) The hologram in spatial domain after filtering. (e) Reconstruction of the filtered holo-

gram.

Using a two dimensional Gaussian band-pass filter, it is possible to isolate any of

the twin images [15]. In figure 2.3-a, the hologram of Lena’s image is presented and in
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figure 2.3-b, the 2D frequency spectrum of the hologram is computed. Then, frequency

components of the virtual image is isolated by a Gaussian filter in figure 2.3-c. After-

wards, the inverse Fourier transform is applied to obtain the filtered hologram as shown

in figure 2.3-d. Finally, figure 2.3-e shows the reconstructions of the filtered hologram

where spatial filtering is applied. As it is seen, the reconstructions do not contain the

zero-order images and it is possible to isolate the virtual image alone, however this at the

expense of resolution of the hologram.

The problem with spatial filtering is that it requires a angle between the object and

reference beams, and therefore this method is inherently not compatible with on-axis

holography where there is no angle between the arms by definition. Moreover greater

the angle ✓, lesser the resolution of the hologram. Therefore, other techniques are de-

veloped for filtering holograms other than by spatial filtering, such as the phase-shifting

holography.

2.2.2 Phase-Shifting Holography

Phase-shifting holography is a technique for filtering a hologram by mathematically com-

bining multiple captures of a scene [49]. For each additional capture of a scene, the phase

of the reference beam is set to a different level precisely, so that the interference pat-

tern shifts slightly. This yields out valuable information and makes possible to remove

zero-order images completely, or isolate the virtual object image.

Since phase-shifting method does not depend on the angle between the arms, it is a

viable filtering solution for both on-axis and off-axis holography. However the method

depends on the time-invariance of the scene that is being captured, and while this does not

pose a problem for still objects, it is an important consideration for objects with velocity

or for alive specimens, and thus the required equipment should be chosen appropriately.

To perform phase-shifting holography, it is required to introduce a physical phase-

shifter into the holographic setup. The simplest option is to add an opto-electronic phase

modulator into the optic configuration. This phase-modulator should be set on the path

of the reference wave only. Modulating the phase of light wave with Mhz rates, it is

possible to produce phase-shifted holograms very fast and without dealing with time-
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variance. Another low-cost option for using a phase-shifter is modulating the position of

a mirror on the path of the reference beam with nanometer precision. However this adds

an engineering cost and requires precise calibration, and it must be guaranteed that the

mirror is stabilized faster than the time-variance in the scene. Finally, the capture rate of

the CCD camera should also match with the equipment, and its frame-rate must also be

greater than the amount time lapsed before the scene varies.

Filtering zero-order images with two captures

To filter out the zero-order images, only 1 additional capture of a scene is sufficient.

Initially, the recorded hologram is:

I0 = |O +R|2 = |O|2 + |R|2 +OR⇤
+O⇤R. (2.6)

The phase-shifted version of the hologram is obtained by introducing a ⇡ shift to the phase

of the original reference wave. Then the second hologram is:

I⇡ = |O +Rej⇡|2 = |O|2 + |R|2 �OR⇤ �O⇤R. (2.7)

To obtain the zero-order free hologram, it is sufficient to subtract the holograms from each

other. That is:

I0 � I⇡ = 2(OR⇤
+O⇤R). (2.8)

Isolating the real object image with three captures

By algebraically introducing a third phase-shifted hologram of the same scene, it is pos-

sible to remove all the undesirable images from a hologram. Suppose a third capture with
⇡
2 shift on the phase of the reference wave is recorded, that is:

I⇡

2
= |O +Rej

⇡

2 |2 = |O|2 + |R|2 � jOR⇤
+ jO⇤R. (2.9)

Then to obtain the real object image alone, one needs to combine all the three holograms

with the following formula:

OR⇤
=


1

4

(I0 � I⇡/2) + j
1

4

(2I⇡/2 � I⇡ � I0)

�
. (2.10)
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Multiplying each side of the equation with R, one directly obtains the object wave O:

O =


1

4

(I0 � I⇡/2) + j
1

4

(2I⇡/2 � I⇡ � I0)

�
R. (2.11)

The amplitude of the reference wave is taken as unity in the calculations because R is gen-

erally a uniform plane wave. This plane wave preference is important because it simplifies

both the filtering and the reconstruction procedures in hologram processing as explained

in the following section.

�� �� ��

Figure 2.4: Filtering by the phase-shifting technique is demonstrated on an off-axis hologram of

Lena’s image. (a) The off-axis hologram of Lena. (b) The reconstruction after filtering zero-order

terms by using an additional hologram. (c) The reconstruction after filtering the zero-order and

twin images by using two additional holograms.

2.3 Digital Hologram Reconstruction Methods

In digital holography, a recorded hologram is reconstructed by numerically illuminating

the hologram with the same reference wave that was used in the recording [50, 31]. This is

achieved by modeling the reference wave numerically, then multiplying it with the holo-

gram, and then finally numerically propagating the illuminated hologram from camera

plane to an observation plane. Before proceeding further, it is important to note that the

uniform planar reference wave assumption greatly simplifies this operation here, because

then the amplitude of the reference wave is taken as 1. If the recorded hologram is in-line,

the space-invariant phase-shift is further ignored, which means that modeling of the refer-

ence wave is skipped while illuminating the hologram, and the hologram is equal to itself
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after the illumination. Numerical illumination of the hologram with the reference wave is

mathematically performed by:

I0(x, y) = Irecorded(x, y)R(x, y),

R(x, y) = 1.eik·z,

I0(x, y) = Irecorded(x, y), (2.12)

where Irecorded is the hologram before illumination, I0 is the hologram after illumination,

and R is a planar reference wave traveling in z direction with wave number k. Throughout

this thesis, it is assumed that this planar wave assumption for R holds. If the planar wave

assumption does not hold for a holographic recording configuration, then it is required to

record the reference wave separately for numerical illumination.

The heart of the hologram reconstruction process is the numerical propagation of the

illuminated hologram to an observation plane where the wave is focused -which is called

the object plane-. To calculate the diffracted wave from camera plane to object plane,

Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral can be used [31]:

Id(u, v) =
1

i�

Z Z
I0(x, y)

exp(�i2⇡
�
⇢)

⇢
cos ✓ dx dy, (2.13)

⇢ =

p
d2 + (x� u)2 + (y � v)2, (2.14)

where I0 is the distribution of the wave on the camera plane, ⇢ is the cartesian distance

between the points of the camera and object planes, � is the wavelength of the light,

and cos ✓ is the obliquity factor that is ignored most of the time -that is cos ✓ ⇡ 1-.

However this is a highly complex calculation when transformed to discrete domain -that

is, the complexity is O(N4
)-, and hence the formulation is not practical to use in real-life

applications. Therefore alternative approaches have emerged in the literature for faster

holographic reconstruction.

2.3.1 Reconstruction using Fresnel approximation

Fresnel method is the most common way of performing hologram reconstructions in the

literature. If the propagation distance d is large enough compared to the dimensions of the
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object plane, then ⇢ can be approximated to d without loss of integrity. In the denominator

of the division, ⇢ is directly substituted by d, and in the numerator the first two terms of

the binomial expansion of ⇢ is used as follows:

⇢ ⇡ d+
(x� u)2

2d
+

(y � v)2

2d
. (2.15)

Ignoring the obliquity factor cos ✓, the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral is sim-

plified to a so-called Fresnel transform representation [31]:

Id(u, v) =
1

i�d
exp(�i

2⇡

�
d) exp(�i

⇡

�d
(u2

+ v2)) ⇥
Z Z

I0(x, y) exp(�i
⇡

�d
(x2

+ y2)) exp(�i
2⇡

�d
(ux+ vy)) dx dy. (2.16)

When the constant terms in front of the integrals are further ignored, and two quadrature

terms are defined as follows,

Qi(u, v) = exp(�i
⇡

�d
(u2

+ v2)),

Qo(x, y) = exp(�i
⇡

�d
(x2

+ y2)), (2.17)

the Fresnel transformation turns out to be a two dimensional Fourier transformation of

I0(x, y) multiplied by a quadrature term in the phase:

Id(u, v) = Qi(u, v)

Z Z
I0(x, y)Qo(x, y) exp(�i

2⇡

�d
(ux+ vy)) dx dy. (2.18)

Once the problem is transformed into a Fourier transformation operation, then it is possi-

ble to utilize the Fast Fourier Transformation method to speed up the process. Fast Fourier

Transformation method (FFT) is a fast way to evaluate discrete Fourier transformations,

and it has O(N2
logN) complexity. Note that the equation 2.16 is still defined in the

continuous domain and it should be converted to a discrete form to be able to perform

numerical evaluation. Assuming the object plane has Nx ⇥ Ny points with �x and �y

steps, and the camera plane is also sampled with the same number of points and with �u

and �v steps, then the step-sizes of the two planes are related due to the Fourier transform

relationship in the following way:

�u =

�d

Nx�x
, �v =

�d

Ny�y
. (2.19)
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Introducing these substitutions in to the equation 2.16, the discrete form of the Fresnel

equation is written as:

Id(u, v) = Qi(u, v)

N
x

/2 �1X

x=�N
x

/2

N
y

/2 �1X

y=�N
y

/2

I0(x, y)Qo(x, y) exp


i2⇡

✓
ux

Nx

+

vy

Ny

◆�
, (2.20)

where quadrature terms are defined as:

Qi(u, v) = exp


�i⇡�d

✓
u2

N2
x�x2

+

v2

N2
y�y2

◆�
,

Qo(x, y) = exp

h
�i

⇡

�d

�
x2
�x2

+ y2�y2
�i

. (2.21)

Moreover, the indices (x,y) in the summation in equation 2.20 are required to be handled

since they should start from zero instead of �N
x

2 and �N
y

2 . To correct this mismatch,

a shift operation is performed on the indices, and the discrete Fresnel transformation is

defined in the following way with the modified quadrature terms [51]:

Q0
i(u, v) = exp

✓
i⇡

Nx +Ny

2

◆
exp(�i⇡(u+ v)) Qi

✓
u� Nx

2

, v � Ny

2

◆
,

Q0
o(x, y) = exp(�i⇡(x+ y)) Qo

✓
x� Nx

2

, y � Ny

2

◆
,

Id(u, v) = Q0
i(u, v)

N
x

�1X

x=0

N
y

�1X

y=0

I0(x, y)Q
0
o(x, y) exp


i2⇡

✓
ux

Nx

+

vy

Ny

◆�
. (2.22)

As indicated above, this transformation is in the form a discrete Fourier transformation

multiplied with the quadrature term Qo. However due to the sign of the multiplied phase

term at the end, the operation is actually classified as an inverse Fourier transform. Hence

finally as the last step, the inverse discrete Fourier transformation is substituted with the

inverse FFT method, and the Fresnel transformation is then performed in O(N2
logN)

with the following procedure:

Id(u, v) = Q0
i(u, v)FFT�1

[ I0(x, y)Q
0
o(x, y) ]. (2.23)

With this formulation, reconstruction using Fresnel approximation takes as much time

as a single FFT operation and two point-wise multiplications with quadratic functions.

However when a reconstruction is performed with the Fresnel method, a magnification

depending on the distance d occurs on the scene, because the pixel dimensions �u and

�v change by d. This may pose a significant problem for a variety of applications such
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as continuously tracking particles in multiple depths, or for example, when performing

autofocusing. Since each reconstruction with different depth will have different magnifi-

cation level, a correction procedure might be essential when using this transformation in

such applications. The transformation also has a minimum propagation distance limita-

tion, that is, the Fresnel’s approximation is only valid when the propagation distance is

much larger then the dimensions of the object:

d3 � ⇡

4

((x� u)2 + (y � v)2)2. (2.24)

2.3.2 Reconstruction using convolution

Convolution theorem can also be utilized for reconstructing holograms in a fast manner.

The propagation of a light wave is considered to be a linear system in free space, and

therefore it is possible to express the diffraction integral in the following way [51]:

Id(u, v) =

Z Z
I0(x, y)cd(u, v, x, y) dx dy, (2.25)

where cos ✓ ⇡ 1, and cd(u, v, x, y) is the impulse response function of the free-space for

a given distance d:

cd(u, v, x, y) =
i

�

exp

h
�i2⇡

�

p
d2 + (x� u)2 + (y � v)2

i

p
d2 + (x� u)2 + (y � v)2

. (2.26)

Assuming the system is time-invariant, the diffraction integral can be treated as a con-

volution integral. However to perform numeric evaluations, the discrete version of the

impulse response function must be used:

cd(x, y) =
i

�

exp


�i2⇡

�

q
d2 + (x� N

x

2 )

2
�x2

+ (y � N
y

2 )

2
�y2

�

q
d2 + (x� N

x

2 )

2
�x2

+ (y � N
y

2 )

2
�y2

. (2.27)

The propagation of the hologram can be computed directly by convolving I0(x, y) and

cd(x, y), but it is not practical because this has a complexity of O(N4
). However ac-

cording to the convolution theorem,the linear convolution of two signals is equal to the

inverse Fourier transform of the multiplication of the the two signals in frequency domain.

Utilizing the FFT method for discrete Fourier transformations, the complexity of the con-

volution operation is reduced to O(N2
logN). The hologram reconstruction procedure is
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then mathematically expressed as:

Id(u, v) = FFT�1
[FFT (I0(x, y)) · FFT (cd(x, y))]. (2.28)

Hologram reconstruction with the convolution method takes as much time as three FFT

operations and a point-wise multiplication with the impulse response function. Although

not shown here, it is possible to define the impulse response function in frequency domain,

and then the required number of FFT operations to perform a reconstruction would be

reduced by 1. The main advantage of the convolution method is that the pixel dimensions

�u and �v remain same for any reconstruction and therefore all of the reconstructions

are of the same scale level. This is quite useful when comparing different reconstructions

of the same hologram such as in autofocusing. Finally, the convolution method has a

minimum propagation distance limitation due to the Nyquist sampling theory. To perform

a valid reconstruction, distance d should adhere to the following restriction:

d � max

✓
Nx�x2

�
,
Ny�y2

�

◆
. (2.29)

2.3.3 Reconstruction using angular spectrum

A third method for reconstructing holograms is the angular spectrum method. This

method is known to numerically propagate waves more accurately than others when prop-

agation distances are small. The method basically assumes the wave-field I0(x, y) is trav-

eling on a plane along the positive z direction where it expresses the initial field as the

angular spectrum of plane waves in x and y axes, and then it propagates those plane waves

accordingly as the wave travels in z direction. The angular spectrum of the complex wave

is calculated using the Fourier transform, where the transform variables are in terms of

the direction cosines of the wave vector [31]:

A0(
↵

�
,
�

�
) =

Z Z
I0(x, y) exp


�i2⇡

✓
↵

�
x+

�

�
y

◆�
dx dy, (2.30)

where A0 is called the angular spectrum of the wave I0, I0 is the wave at z = 0 plane, � is

the wavelength, and ↵ and � are the direction cosines of the wave vector in x and y axes

respectively. The propagation along the z-axis is performed by shifting the phases of the
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plane waves in the angular spectrum of I0:

Ad(
↵

�
,
�

�
) = A0(

↵

�
,
�

�
) exp

✓
i
2⇡

�
d�

◆
, (2.31)

where � is the direction cosine in z axis. The three direction cosines of the complex wave

are interrelated through:

↵2
+ �2

+ �2
= 1. (2.32)

Let m = ↵/� and n = �/�, then the direction cosine in z axes can be substituted by:

� =

p
1� (�m)

2 � (�n)2. (2.33)

The propagation operation is then expressed as:

Ad(m,n) = A0(m,n) exp

✓
i
2⇡

�
d
p

1� (�m)

2 � (�n)2
◆
. (2.34)

Finally, it is required to back-transform the propagated angular spectrum to the spatial

domain using inverse Fourier transformation, that is:

Id(u, v) =

Z Z
Ad(m,n) exp [i2⇡(mu+ nv)] dmdn. (2.35)

Note that the integral will be evaluated only for the region ↵2
+ �2 < 1, which means

that the wave is a propagating one. The regions where this condition is not met express

evanescent waves, but this is not related to our topic. To sum up the overall reconstruc-

tion procedure, wave propagation using the angular spectrum can be described by the

following [45]:

Id(u, v) = FFT�1
[FFT (I0(x, y)) · Td(m,n)], (2.36)

where Td(m,n) is the wave propagation function of the angular spectrum method, that is:

Td(m,n) =

8
<

:
exp

⇣
i2⇡
�
d
p

1� (�m)

2 � (�n)2
⌘
,

p
m2

+ n2 < 1
�

0 , otherwise.
(2.37)

Reconstruction using the angular spectrum method consumes as much time as two FFT

operations and a point-wise multiplication with a transfer function. The method works

more accurately for small propagation distances and there is no minimum distance limita-

tion, which is a superior feature compared to the other reconstruction methods described
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above considering that there is a minimum propagation distance restriction for them. The

angular spectrum method also preserves the axial dimensions of the hologram similar like

the convolution method. These two features make the angular spectrum method highly

attractive in microscopic applications as well as in autofocusing. For these reasons, holo-

gram reconstructions are performed by the angular spectrum method in the rest of this

thesis.

2.4 Computer Generated Holograms

A computer generated hologram do not contain physical data, rather, the hologram is

synthetically produced in computer environment by calculating the interference pattern

of two complex waves. While one of the waves is set as a -traditionally simple- refer-

ence wave, the other wave contains the object data and it can be any digital image in

the intensity and phase parts. Computer generated holograms are often used for simula-

tion purposes and they are also referred multiple times in this thesis. Here, the computer

generated hologram process is described briefly.

Suppose that we want to synthesize a computer generated hologram of an image us-

ing a uniform planar reference wave. First, a digital gray-scale image is converted to a

complex representation and its phase part is assumed to be uniform. Then this complex

image is propagated to the desired distance using equation 2.36. After that, an interfer-

ence pattern is generated by multiplying the diffracted wave with the reference wave that

is defined in discrete domain with the following formulation:

R(m,n) = exp


�i

2⇡

�
[sin(↵)m�m+ sin(�)n�n]

�
, (2.38)

where � is the wavelength, �m and �n are the pixel dimensions, and ↵ and � are the an-

gles of the reference wave between x-z and y-z axes respectively. For an in-line hologram,

↵ and � are equal to 0.

Before reconstructing the computer generated hologram, filtering is needed to be per-

formed. It is quite easy to apply the phase-shifting holography technique to computer

generated holograms. Basically, three holograms with reference wave phases 0, ⇡/2 and

⇡ are created. The offset in the phase of the reference wave defined in equation 2.38 is
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assumed to be 0, and R(m,n) is multiplied with ei
⇡

2 and ei⇡ values to generate the phase

shifted reference waves. After the equation 2.10 is applied, the resultant filtered hologram

is ready for reconstruction.

To reconstruct the hologram, the filtered hologram is simply multiplied with R(m,n)

for simulating illumination, and then it is back-propagated to the camera plane using again

the equation 2.36. Typically, if the hologram is generated k cm away, now it is required

to be reconstructed at �k cm. It is essential to know the amount of back-propagation in

any holographic reconstruction, because any propagation distance other than the required,

yields a useless unfocused image.
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Chapter 3

DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC

MICROSCOPE

Digital holographic microscopy uses the same principles of digital holography. The setup

of a DHM is almost identical to a digital holography setup. However, one important dif-

ference is that the object wave is magnified by a pin-hole or a microscope lens. Moreover,

the propagation distances used in holographic reconstruction is very small, and there-

fore the angular spectrum method is best suited for applications in digital holographic

microscopy.

In the first section of this chapter, optical setup of the digital holographic microscope

(DHM) is described in detail. In the second section, a commodity graphics card is in-

tegrated to DHM system for performing fast calculations. The developed interface for

controlling the DHM is presented in the third section. Finally in the fourth section, some

reconstruction experiments on holograms recorded by the DHM are shown.

3.1 Optical Setup

We have realized a Mach-Zehnder interferometer whose schematic is shown in figure 3.1.

The components of the microscope are: two beam-splitters, two microscope objectives,

two mirrors, a phase-modulator, a high-voltage amplifier, a National Instruments USB-

6251 (NI), a sample holder and a digital camera. The laser beam is divided into two arms

by a beam-splitter (BS1), where the reference wave is modulated by a phase modulator
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Figure 3.1: A Mach-Zehnder interferometer based digital holographic microscope setup that can

perform phase-shifting holography. The laser beam is divided into two arms by a beam-splitter

(BS1). The object wave is transmitted through the specimen (S) while the phase of the reference

wave is modulated by a phase-modulator (PM). The phase-modulator is connected to a high-

voltage amplifier which is connected to National Instruments USB-6251 that is controlled by a

personal computer. The beams are magnified by identical microscope objectives and they are

superimposed on each other using another beam-splitter (BS2). The formed interference pattern

is recorded by a CCD camera that is connected to the personal computer.

(PM) and the object wave is transmitted through the specimen. The beams are magnified

by microscope objectives before superimposed on each other by the second beam-splitter

(BS2). Finally, the interference pattern of the wavefields is recorded by a CCD camera.

The microscope is transmission based and it is able to record holograms of transpar-

ent objects and biological cells without staining. A He-Ne laser with linear polarization

is used for the illumination where the wavelength is 632.8 nm. To be able to perform

phase-shifting holography, an optoelectronic phase-modulator is placed on the path of

the reference beam, and the phase is modulated by applying high voltages on it. This is

achieved via an electronic equipment -National Instrument USB 6251 (NI)- that is con-

nected to the computer by a USB cable. An analog port of the NI is also connected to

a 40x high-voltage amplifier and the optoelectronic crystal is connected to the voltage
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Figure 3.2: Digital holographic microscope. The laser beam is animated for better illustration.

amplifier. To perform phase-shifting, a desired voltage is set on the control interface of

the software, and that value is digitally transferred to NI. Then, NI feeds that voltage to

the high voltage amplifier, and the high voltage amplifier drives the phase-modulator. The
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Figure 3.3: National Instruments USB 6251 (NI) is used for driving the optoelectronic phase

modulator. The device is connected to the personal computer via USB cable. After the desired

voltage information is fed from the computer digitally, NI applies that much voltage from its

analog port A01 to a high-voltage amplifier which is connected to the phase modulator.

opto-electronic modulator can operate at up to 50 MHz rate. The required voltages for

exact ⇡ and ⇡
2 phase-shifts are calibrated by-hand on the software.

The object beam in the microscope is magnified by a 10x microscope objective (MO1)

with a numerical aperture of 0.25 for recording holograms of small particles. However,

Figure 3.4: Two identical microscope objectives (MO) are placed on the path of the object and the

reference beam for equalizing the wavefront curvatures of the waves. The microscope objectives

are symmetrical with respect to the beam-splitter in x, y an z axes.
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this results a deformed and circular interference pattern because the curvatures of the

reference and the object beams do not match. Therefore, another identical microscope

objective (MO2) is placed on the path of the reference beam as well. The two microscope

objectives are located precisely symmetrical in x, y and z axes, interference pattern is

formed as a planar one.

A Sony S800 camera is used for digitally capturing the interference patterns. This is a

monochromatic camera that has 1024⇥ 1024 pixels with pixel dimensions of 3.75 µm ⇥
3.75 µm. According to this configuration, the microscope has 2.2 µm lateral resolution in

both axes, and the field of view is 320 µm ⇥ 320 µm with overall magnification factor of
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Figure 3.5: The optical components of the transmission based digital holographic microscope

(DHM) setup are shown in correlation with the schematic. The laser beam is divided into two arms

by a beam-splitter (BS1). The reference wave is modulated by a phase modulator (PM) and the

object wave is transmitted through the specimen. Before joining the two arms of the interferometer

by a second beam-splitter (BS2), object image is magnified by the microscope objective (MO1). In

order to compensate the wavefront curvatures, a similar objective (MO2) is placed on the reference

beam path. Finally, interference of the two beams is recorded by a CCD camera that is connected

to a personal computer.
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twelve. The camera can capture a maximum of 15 frames per second (maximum exposure

time of 66 ms). Since three holograms are recorded for phase-shifting holography, a

maximum of 5 filtered holograms can be acquired per second.

In overall, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer based digital holographic microscope is

built, and it operates in transmission mode. The exact specifications of the microscope

are presented in table 3.1. Moreover, the optical components of the microscope are shown

in Fig. 3.5 for better correlation with the illustration. However, this optical setup is highly

sensitive to disturbances in the air and the ground. Even small vibrations are captured

by the interferometer which results in the failure of capturing precise phase-shifted holo-

grams. To isolate the vibrations from the ground, the setup is built on an optical table

that is stabilized by compressed air. Moreover to compensate the vibrations in the air, the

setup is enclosed in a wooden box. The box is painted to black such that the reflection of

the light within the system is minimized. Photographs of the final system is presented in

figure 3.6 and figure 3.7.

Table 3.1: Specifications of the digital holographic microscope.

DHM feature Specification

Mode Transmission

Wavelength 632.8 nm

Filtering Phase-shifting

Capture rate 5 holograms per second

Camera pixel dimensions 3.75µm ⇥3.75µm

Pixel resolution 1024⇥ 1024

Lateral resolution 2.2 µm

Field of view 320 µm ⇥320µm

Magnification ⇡ 12
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Figure 3.6: Snapshots of the digital holographic microscope.
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Figure 3.7: The digital holographic microscope is enclosed within a black box for reducing the

effects of vibrations in the air.
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3.2 Integration of the Graphics Card to the DHM

The digital holographic microscope we built, utilizes the graphics card of the computer

for performing hologram reconstructions in fast manner. Each graphics card has a graph-

ics processing unit (GPU) that contains hundreds of processors and a high bandwidth

memory. Utilizing the parallel computation architecture, GPUs exceed the performance

of CPUs by orders of magnitude while performing computations on large chunks of data.

One important consideration is that the desired algorithm should be able to take the form

of a parallel code structure to utilize the resources available in the graphics processing

unit. Hologram filtering, for example, is a point-wise operation and it is perfectly suited

for parallelization since the operation of the processors are not dependent on each others

outcome. Hologram reconstruction, on the other hand, is a more complex operation that

involves fast Fourier transformations (FFT). Nvidia provides a platform called Compute

Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) for developing GPU-centric softwares on graphics

cards, and the Nvidia implementation of the fast Fourier transformation (CUFFT) has im-

pressive performance. Therefore, CUFFT library is used for performing reconstructions
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Figure 3.8: The calculation of the transfer function of the angular spectrum method implemented

in CUDA language for execution in GPU (Nvidia GTX 660 Ti).
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Figure 3.9: The reconstruction procedure of a recorded hologram using the graphics processing

unit.

of holograms recorded by the DHM.

The parallelization of the hologram reconstruction algorithm is organized by a user-

specified-kernel function which is called by the main CPU of the computer. The kernel

functions are written in CUDA programming language, and then the very same kernel

function is executed throughout the processors of the GPU. Processors inside the GPU are

organized according to user-specification in m ⇥ n blocks, and each processor executes

t number of concurrently processed threads [52]. With this organization, a virtually 3D

computing architecture with dimensions of m⇥ n⇥ t is formed where each cell executes

the same kernel function. The computational diversity between the cells are achieved by

utilizing the index information of the cell as a parameter of the kernel function. As an

example, calculation of the transfer function of the angular spectrum method is presented

in CUDA language in figure 3.8.

The flow of hologram data is organized as follows. When a hologram is recorded by

the camera, it is immediately copied to the memory of the graphics card. Hologram filter-

ing and reconstruction process starts on GPU after three holograms are shot by the cam-

era, and transferred to the GPU memory. After three holograms are copied, the hologram

filtering procedure is executed using matrix summation and difference operations. After
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that, hologram is reconstructed by one of the three methods described earlier, where FFTs

are calculated by the CUFFT library. The reconstruction is not copied back to the memory

of the control interface for displaying purposes thanks to the CUDA and OpenGL inter-

operability services. Instead, the control software directly reads the reconstruction from

the GPU for displaying purposes utilizing the Vertex Buffer Object (VBO) feature. The

program flow can be described as in figure 3.9.

3.3 Control Interface of the DHM

The DHM is controlled with a software developed in C# programming language. A snap-

shot of the is presented in figure 3.10. On the upper part of the program, the real-time

feed of the camera is shown. After the appropriate voltages are set on the lower-left part,

the phase-modulator is automatically modulated by the software in synchronization with

the camera feed. After three phase-shifted holograms are shot by the camera, the soft-

ware immediately filters the hologram, reconstructs it, and displays the result. All of the

three hologram reconstruction methods (the Fresnel approximation, the convolution and

the angular spectrum methods) are implemented. The propagation distance for the recon-

struction is set by the bar located in the middle of the software window, and real-time

feed is possible since the software utilizes the graphics engine (Nvidia GTX 660 Ti) for

computing the hologram reconstructions. As presented in figure 3.11, the calculated ob-

ject wave is displayed in 3D using Vertex Buffer Objects (VBO) provided by the OpenGL

library, where the magnitude of the object wave is set as the color map, and the phase of

the object wave is set as the height map.
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Figure 3.10: A snapshot of the controlling interface of the software developed for operation of the

DHM.

Figure 3.11: A snapshot of the display window of the software developed for the DHM.
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3.4 Hologram Reconstruction Experiments with the DHM

In this section, the three reconstruction methods are applied to the holograms recorded

by the digital holographic microscope. In figure 3.12, the holographic image of onion

cells is presented, and in figure 3.13, the holographic image of USAF resolution chart is

shown. Finally in figure 3.14, another holographic image of USAF resolution chart is pre-

sented where the Fresnel approximation and the convolution methods are invalid because

the minimum propagation distance requirement is not met. The minimum propagation

distance restriction for the convolution method is calculated as 2.28 cm by equation 2.29

for this DHM configuration, where:

�x = �y = 3.75⇥ 10

�6,

Nx = Ny = 1024,

� = 632.8⇥ 10

�9,

dmin = 0.0228 m. (3.1)

The minimum distance limitation for the Fresnel approximation is also around 1.5 cm for

our configuration. However, the angular spectrum method does not pose a limitation on

�� �� ��

Figure 3.12: A hologram of onion cells is recorded 3 cm away from the recording plane. The

magnitude (top row) and the phase (bottom row) of the holographic reconstructions by the a)

Angular spectrum, b) Fresnel approximation and c) Convolution methods are presented.
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the propagation distance, and it still works in this example. Therefore, we can say that

angular spectrum method is better suited for microscopic applications.

�� �� ��

Figure 3.13: A hologram of USAF resolution chart is recorded 4.5 cm away from the recording

plane. The magnitude (top row) and the phase (bottom row) of the holographic reconstructions by

the a) Angular spectrum, b) Fresnel approximation and c) Convolution methods are presented.

�� �� ��

Figure 3.14: A hologram of USAF resolution chart is recorded 1 cm away from the recording

plane. The magnitude (top row) and the phase (bottom row) of the holographic reconstructions by

the a) Angular spectrum, b) Fresnel approximation and c) Convolution methods are presented.
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Chapter 4

AUTOFOCUSING

Focusing is an important problem for any imaging application that is going to be perceived

by a human, and it is a long-standing topic in image processing literature. Technically,

focusing can be defined as adjusting the position of the lenses according to the scene such

that the captured image is perceived with the most quality. For a human eye, quality of an

image is generally associated with its sharpness and contrast. In 1974, Muller and Buff-

ington [53] proposed using sharpness metrics for measuring the in-focusness of images.

According to their claim, when a sharpness metric is used to evaluate various captures

of a scene, the metric should produce a global extrema only for the focused image. Al-

though there have been excessive development on this topic today, the underlying idea

has remained the same for focusing. Today in photography and microscopy, the position

of the lenses or the stage are adjusted successively as the sharpness of acquired images

are evaluated by a sharpness metric. To this extent, image processing literature contains

numerous metrics and methods for focusing intensity-only images [54, 36, 37].

In this chapter, the most common sharpness metrics in literature are investigated and

application of those metrics on digital holograms is explained. It is experimentally shown

that autofocusing of holograms is possible using traditional sharpness metrics.

4.1 Focusing of Digital Holograms

In digital holography, focusing problem is simply reduced to choosing the most appro-

priate reconstruction distance for a hologram. If this focus distance is known priori, then
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a focused image is achieved by a single reconstruction. Otherwise, it can be estimated

manually by trying out different reconstruction distances by hand. A clear advantage of

holographic imaging is that only one capture of a scene is sufficient for finding this ’most

appropriate reconstruction distance’, since the hologram can be numerically reconstructed

at any arbitrary distance as if it was shot from a different distance. Thus, it is possible

to compare the in-focusness of various reconstructions of a single recorded hologram by

applying Muller and Buffington’s analogy. This means that the focusing procedure of a

hologram can be easily automated, and holograms can be focused without knowing the

true-focus-distance priori.

Holographic imaging literature contains examples of applying traditional sharpness

metrics to holograms for focusing purposes. Langehanenberg [55] and Memmolo [56]

have chosen the normalized-variance as the most reliable traditional metric for autofocus-

ing in digital holography. In another work, a self-entropy metric is used by Gillespie and

King [38] to focus digital holograms. There are also complex wavelet-transform-based

methods developed for focusing digital holograms [39, 57] as well as frequency spectrum

based metrics [55]. All of these methods take advantage of the sharp edges and high

contrast of focused images, therefore it is possible to apply these techniques locally when

there are multiple objects in the scene. There is also another focusing method proposed

by Dubois [40] for focusing holograms. Dubois’ method analyzes the integral power of

the hologram as a focus measure, and hence it cannot be applied locally for a specific part

of the hologram.

4.2 Autofocusing in Digital Holography

To obtain a quality image of an object, a hologram must be reconstructed at a specific

distance -that is the optical distance from the object plane to the camera plane-. This dis-

tance must be correct on the order of sub-millimeters, otherwise the reconstructed image

appears blurry and out of focus. However if the focus distance of a hologram of an object

is not known a priori, it can be found by estimating its sharpness curve. As illustrated

in figure 4.1, a hologram is reconstructed at several candidate distances over a depth in-
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Figure 4.1: Autofocusing is shown on a computer generated hologram of the USAF chart. The

hologram is reconstructed between the interval 0 to 6 cm with 0.1 mm step-size. Then each

reconstruction is evaluated by the normalized-variance metric and the sharpness curve is formed.

Finally, the hologram is reconstructed at the propagation distance that corresponds to the peak of

the sharpness curve.

terval, and then the focus quality of each reconstruction is quantitatively evaluated using

a sharpness estimation function. The sharpness curve is then formed by plotting those

sharpness values against the reconstruction distances. Finally the corresponding recon-

struction distance on the sharpness curve which yields the best quantitative result is de-

picted as the true-focus-distance (TFD) of the hologram. Typically, sharpness estimation

functions approach to a global extrema as the reconstruction distance approaches to the

true-focus-distance (TFD) of a hologram.

An important consideration about focusing of holograms is that, a hologram contains

both the intensity and the phase information about a scene whereas the traditional sharp-

ness metrics in literature have been developed to work on intensity-only images. In this

work, only the magnitude of the reconstructed images are used for assessing the sharp-

ness. Focusing using the phase of the reconstructed images is also possible, but then

the process gets more complex since the phase image contains phase-wraps. In that case

phase-unwrapping has to be performed on each reconstruction before estimating its sharp-

ness. Otherwise, those phase-wraps are interpreted erroneously as features in the image

and the sharpness metrics produce unreliable results. Not only phase-unwrapping is a

very time consuming procedure, it can also be unreliable depending on the phase profile

and therefore it is better to be avoided for practical reasons. Another consideration about

focusing holograms is that, holograms may contain images of phase objects instead of
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opaque objects. Yet in those cases, the intensity images of the reconstructions are still

useful for finding the true-focus-distance, because then the sharpness metrics take ad-

vantage of the invisibility of phase objects in the intensity image. For a hologram of a

transparent object, the intensity-part of its reconstruction yields the least image features

when the reconstruction is at focus. Therefore generally for phase objects, the true-focus-

distance is identified by a global minima instead of a global maxima. For these reasons, it

is highly attractive to use only the magnitude-part of the reconstructed images for focusing

motives.

4.2.1 Sharpness Metrics

Eleven different numerical methods for computing a scalar value are explained here for

evaluating the quality of an image [41]. These functions are grouped under derivative

based, histogram based, power base and statistics based families according to their ap-

proach to the problem. In addition to those families, there is also the wavelet-transform-

based focus metric family. However wavelet-based methods are computationally much

more complex and they require a priori work on the subject as opposed to the tradi-

tional metrics that apply a relatively simple operation on the image. Therefore wavelet-

transform-based methods are not included in this analysis.
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Derivative-based metrics

The main idea of derivative-based metrics is that the in-focus images will contain strong

edges and the local gradient of a focused image will be higher than its lesser-focused

versions. Typically, the energy of the first or the second order derivatives is expected to

increase since the high-frequency content in the image is lost as it gets blurred. Derivative-

based metrics are susceptible to noise more than the other metrics, and thus variations of

the first-order gradient function are proposed in literature for compensating the suscepti-

bility to noise. In this work, gradient-squared, Brenner gradient, Tenenbaum gradient and

energy of Laplacian metrics are investigated as described in Tab. 4.1.

Table 4.1: The description an the mathematical representation of the derivative based focus metrics
used in this work are listed, where Ox,y indicates the magnitude of the object image at pixel
location (x, y).

Gradient-
squared

The function sums up the values
that are greater than some thresh-
old which is set proportional to
the maximum squared-value in the
gradient image.

Mr=

X

x

X

y

[Ox+1,y �Ox,y]
2

Brenner
gradient

This function looks for wide edges
in the image and it is more ro-
bust to noise than gradient func-
tion [58].

MB=

X

x

X

y

[Ox+2,y �Ox,y]
2

Tenenbaum
gradient

Sobel operators compute the gra-
dient of an image in X and Y axes,
and they look for both wide and
long edges in the image. Here,
the energy of the image is com-
puted after Sobel operators are ap-
plied [59].

MT =

X

x

X

y

[Ox,y ⇤ SX ]
2
+ [Ox,y ⇤ SY ]

2

SX=

2

4
�1 0 1

�2 0 2

�1 0 1

3

5 , SY =

2

4
1 2 1

0 0 0

�1 �2 �1

3

5

Energy
of Laplacian

This function computes the energy
of the second-order derivative of
the image. The discrete approxi-
mation of the second-order deriva-
tive is obtained by convolving the
image with the given Laplacian
mask.

ML=

X

x

X

y

[Ox,y⇤L]2 , L =

2

4
�1 �4 �1

�4 20 �4

�1 �4 �1
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Histogram-based metrics

The histogram of images can also be used for assessing their sharpness [35]. The his-

togram based metrics basically compute the histogram of an image with k histogram bins

(Ox,y ! H(k)), and then a simple function such as the range of bins or the entropy of the

distribution of gray-levels is calculated on the histogram (see Tab. 4.2). The histogram of

focused images is excepted to contain a broad range of gray-levels, and the distribution

of the gray-levels is expected to be more balanced compared to out-of-focus images. For

example, as an image goes out of focus, the image will converge to a uniform gray-level

value and all its pixels will eventually fit into a single histogram bin. The effect of noise

on the histogram-based metrics is a function of the total number of histogram bins chosen.

They are inversely proportional such that the effect of noise gets lesser as the number of

histogram bins is chosen smaller, but this is at the expense of more high-frequency infor-

mation. Generally speaking for gray-scale images, it is safe setting k to 64 for gray-scale

images, since the human-eye is responsive to approximately 64 different gray-levels.

Table 4.2: The description an the mathematical representation of the histogram based focus metrics
used in this work are listed, where Ox,y indicates the magnitude of the object image at pixel
location (x, y).

Histogram
range

The function computes the range
between the first and the last non-
zero histogram bins [35].

MHR=max

i
(i|H(i)>0)�min

i
(i|H(i)>0)

Histogram
entropy

This function computes the en-
tropy of the distribution of gray-
levels in an image. It is as-
sumed that different gray-levels
occur with more balanced odds
and entropy is the lowest when the
image is on focus [35]. This as-
sumption is generally true except
for some cases where the focused
image is composed of just a few
histogram bins. The metric is use-
ful in those cases as well, because
then the out-of-focus images of
the object have lesser entropy and
the measure is maximized when
the image is focused.

MHE = �
X

k

pk log(pk) ,

pk =
H(k)

NxNy

,

where p
k

is the probability of randomly picking a
pixel with the gray level of kth bin.
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Power-based metrics

This class of functions are the simplest metrics to calculate, because they use the power of

an image as a focusness measure instead of seeking features. Integral power and thresh-

olded pixel count metrics are grouped under this family, and their mathematical represen-

tations are given in Tab. 4.3.

Table 4.3: The description an the mathematical representation of the power based focus metrics
used in this work are listed, where Ox,y indicates the magnitude of the object image at pixel
location (x, y).

Integral
power

The integral power of a hologram
reaches a global minimum for am-
plitude objects and a global max-
imum for phase objects when the
object is focused [40].

MP =

X

x

X

y

Ox,y

Thresholded
pixel-count

The number of pixels which have
greater or lesser intensity than a
given threshold is counted as the
quality measure [36]. Depending
on the choice of threshold direc-
tion, the metric is expected to pro-
duce either a global maximum or a
global minimum at the true focus
distance.

MPC =

X

x

X

y

⌧ [Ox,y]

⌧ [Ox,y] =

⇢
1, Ox,y  ✓

0, otherwise

Statistics-based metrics

Statistical metrics use the mean gray-level value of an image for comparing the in-focusness.

As an image goes out of focus, it converges to a single gray-level, and thus the vari-

ance and contrast are minimized. Correlation of an arbitrary pixel with its neighbor is

also lesser in an out-of-focus image. On the other hand, focused image possess greater

contrast and neighboring pixels are correlated more with each other in sharp images.

The statistical sharpness metrics are robust to effects of noise compared to other metrics.

Normalized-variance, deviation based correlation and auto correlation functions listed in

Tab. 4.4 belong to this family.
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Table 4.4: The description an the mathematical representation of the statistics based focus metrics
used in this work are listed, where Ox,y indicates the magnitude of the object image at pixel
location (x, y).

Normalized-
variance

This function calculates the vari-
ance of the image and divides it by
the mean intensity value µ. This
division compensates the different
average intensity levels between
different images and favors low
mean intensities while emphasiz-
ing high variance [36, 35].

MNV =

1

µ

X

x

X

y

[Ox,y � µ]2

Deviation
based
correlation

Correlation of adjacent pixels are
compared to the correlation of a
constant intensity image that has
gray level value of mean intensity
µ at all pixels [60]. The func-
tion produces greater values for
images with higher variance.

MDBC =

X

x

X

y

||Ox,y ·Ox+1,y+1 � µµ||

Auto
correlation

This function computes the dif-
ference between the correlation of
a pixel with itself and its neigh-
bor [60]. The difference is ex-
pected to increase as the image
comes to focus and gains in con-
trast. In essence, this opera-
tion corresponds to the multipli-
cation of O

x,y

by it’s derivative,
and hence the metric is suscepti-
ble to noise even more than the
derivative-based metrics.

MAC= ||
X

x

X

y

[Ox,y ·Ox,y]

�
X

x

X

y

[Ox,y ·Ox+1,y+1]||

Wavelet based metrics

In addition to those presented above, there are also wavelet-transform-based focus metrics

proposed in the literature [39, 61]. A major subject of those methods are the selection of

the wavelet basis functions. Depending on the choice, wavelet bases possess properties

such as orthogonality, symmetry, smoothness, regularity, a number of vanishing moments

and a size of support [62]. After the wavelet-transform is applied to the subjected images,

typically a sparsity or ratio based function is evaluated over the energies of wavelet co-

efficients as a focusing criteria. A variety of wavelet bases can be optimized this way to

suit different applications. However, they are much more complex and time-consuming

compared to the traditional focusing methods and require a priori work on the subject.
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Moreover, the selection of the wavelet bases can be altered to fit better with different sub-

jects, so they are highly object dependent. Therefore wavelet-transform-based methods

are not included in the analysis.

Note that, the frequency spectrum based focus metrics can also be considered as

wavelet-transform based criterions where the wavelet bases are chosen as Fourier basis

functions. In those cases, the cut-off parameters are required to be manually adjusted for

different images depending on their frequency spectrum [35], and hence, prior knowledge

about the content of the image is required for performing reliable autofocusing.

4.3 Experimental Results on Autofocusing

The accuracy of the discussed traditional focus functions are inspected on holograms of

the USAF resolution chart and a photoresist structure, which are presented in Fig. 4.2.

Three phase-shifted holograms are recorded with our digital holographic microscope, and

the object waves are calculated using the phase-shifting holography technique. After-

wards, the true focus distance of the holograms are estimated by the sharpness metrics.

The photoresist structure is formed by coating a microscope-slide with a 2 µm height

photo-resist material (AZ 5214E). Note that the edges of the photoresist structure are vis-

ible in intensity images, but it is essentially a phase object. On the other hand, the USAF

chart has no phase information, and it is an example of an amplitude object.

The sharpness curves of the holograms of USAF chart and the photoresist structure are

shown in figure 4.3, where some of the metrics work better than the others. For example,

only the Tenenbaum gradient metric produced a high quality curve among the derivative-

based focus metrics. This is due to the sensitivity of this class of functions to the speckle

noise in holographic imaging. Nevertheless, since the Tenenbaum gradient metric is math-

ematically the most tolerant one to noise compared to the other derivative-based metrics,

it performed considerably better. The histogram based focus metrics produced accurate

results for both test subjects. However, the histogram range metric did not produce a re-

liable sharpness curve for the phase object since the range of gray-levels is small both

for the in-focus and the out-of-focus images. Moreover, the histogram entropy function
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Figure 4.2: (a) and (c) are the recorded holograms of USAF resolution chart and the photoresist

test subject. (b) and (d) are the reconstructions of the holograms at the exact focus distances 3 cm

and 1.1 cm respectively.

surprisingly detects the true focus distance of USAF chart as a global maximum instead

of a minimum. Although the USAF chart is composed of just a few histogram bins, its

holographic image consists of distributed gray levels due to the speckle noise. Therefore

the entropy measure is maximized when the image is focused. The sharpness curves ob-

tained by the integral power method are also very high quality in general, except that the

focus distance of the phase object is identified by a weak peak on the sharpness curve.

The reason is that the object image of the phase object is not completely transparent and

it has amplitude components around the structure’s edges. These amplitude components

combined with the speckle noise, significantly degrade the sharpness curve of the integral

power metric for the photoresist structure, and therefore the peak of the sharpness curve

is not very strong. The pixel count method accurately estimated the focus distance of the

amplitude object but it was unable to do so for the phase object. Finally, the statistical

focus measures produced accurate results for both of the object types used in the exper-

iments. The highest quality sharpness curves are produced by the normalized-variance

and the deviation-based correlation metrics. On the other hand, auto-correlation metric

produced unreliable and very low-quality sharpness curves because it was greatly affected

by the speckle noise.
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Figure 4.3: Sharpness curves obtained by traditional focus metrics using the recorded holograms of

USAF resolution chart and the photoresist test subject. The true focus distances of the holograms

are 3 cm and 1.1 cm respectively. The sharpness curves are calculated on a 5 cm interval with a

0.5 mm step size. The sharpness curves of the USAF chart are represented by continuous lines,

and the sharpness curves of the phase object are represented by dotted lines. Tenenbaum gradient,

the integral power, the normalized-variance and the deviation-based correlation metrics performed

better.

In summary, all of the discussed sharpness functions produced acceptable results on

the hologram of USAF resolution chart. However, the true-focus-distance of the phase ob-

ject could be estimated reliably only by a minority of the sharpness functions -Tenenbaum

gradient, the normalized-variance and the deviation-based correlation methods-. As it is

explained above, the integral power metric is also expected to produce high quality sharp-

ness curves for completely transparent phase objects. Therefore in overall, it is possible

to say that these four metrics are the best choices as the traditional sharpness functions

for estimation of the true-focus-distances in digital holography.
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Chapter 5

METHODS FOR FAST

AUTOFOCUSING

A real-time application typically poses a 40 ms time constraint on overall hologram pro-

cessing, and it is important for an autofocusing implementation to fulfill this constraint. In

the autofocusing procedure of a digital hologram, several reconstructions are performed

and then a decision is made for choosing the best focused one. Regardless of the sharp-

ness criterion, the computational bottleneck of this algorithm is the hologram reconstruc-

tion process, because it involves several two-dimensional discrete Fourier transformations

(DFT). As shown in table 5.1, the sharpness estimation consumes negligible time com-

pared to the hologram reconstruction. The complexity of reconstructing a hologram, for

example, with the angular spectrum method is O(N2
logN) for a hologram of N ⇥ N

pixels when the DFTs are calculated by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) method, and

even a single reconstruction is very demanding in means of computational power if the

holograms are large. For example a one mega-pixel sized hologram is reconstructed in

approximately 800 ms, when an Intel i7-2600 CPU is used as the calculation engine [46].

Considering that several reconstructions are performed in order to find the true-focus-

distance of a hologram, the autofocusing procedure becomes almost impractical. If the

hologram is reconstructed at M candidate distances, then the complexity of the autofo-

cusing procedure increases to O(MN2
logN). To decrease the computational load of

autofocusing, one can resort to methods such as using a more intelligent interval search
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algorithm or utilizing powerful parallel processing hardwares as the calculation engine.

These methods improve the performance, since the former reduces the number of recon-

structions required for performing autofocusing and the latter increases the calculation

speed of reconstructions. In addition to these methods, we also proposed a scaling tech-

nique that is applied on holograms before reconstruction [46]. In this chapter, these three

methods for increasing the speed performance of autofocusing are explained, and the

scaling technique is investigated.

Table 5.1: The time consumed by a hologram reconstruction using angular spectrum method and

the time consumed by a sharpness estimation using normalized-variance and gradient-squared

metrics are shown. Hologram reconstruction is completed much more slower than the sharpness

estimation, and thus it is the bottleneck in an autofocusing algorithm. Note that the timings are

obtained with an Intel i7-2600 CPU working on a single core.

Hologram size Angular Spect. Norm.-Var. Grad.-Sq.

1024⇥ 1024 813 ms 21.1 ms 42 ms

5.1 Intelligent Search Algorithms

Instead of performing a linear search on an interval, one can use a more intelligent search

algorithm to reduce the number of reconstructions required for performing autofocusing.

In an autofocusing procedure with linear search algorithm, as implemented in this thesis,

an interval is divided by a fixed step-size, and each step is regarded as a candidate true-

focus-distance where a hologram reconstruction operation and a sharpness estimation is

performed at each step. This procedure is highly inefficient. Other than the linear search,

one can resort to search algorithms such as the iterative search, the variable step-size

search, the binary search or the Fibonacci search [63, 64]. Using these search algorithms,

it is possible to find the peak of the sharpness curves without testing each propagation

distance. However, the termination condition of these intelligent search algorithms define

the accuracy of the estimations. It is reported that Fibonacci search outperforms other
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search algorithms in autofocusing of digital holograms [65].

5.2 Utilizing the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)

Another way to increase the speed of a hologram reconstruction is using a more powerful

calculation engine. Unless coded specifically, computers use the central processing unit

(CPU) while executing programs. State-of-the-art CPUs can perform up to a hundred bil-

lion floating operations per second (GFLOPS) sequentially, and this calculation speed is

sufficient most of the time. However high complexity operations such as hologram recon-

struction takes hundreds of milliseconds when the hologram size is large. To increase the

performance, the reconstruction operation can be distributed to multiple processing units.

The graphics card of a computer offers a good alternative for executing parallel compu-

tations. As shown in table 5.2, one can achieve up to a approximately hundred times

speed-up in reconstructions using GPUs as the calculation engine instead of CPUs [42].

Table 5.2: Reconstruction times in milliseconds for the hologram reconstruction methods. 1024⇥
1024 holograms are reconstructed by an Intel XEON W3670 CPU and an Nvidia GTX 660 Ti

graphics card.

Reconstruction method CPU (ms) GPU (ms) Speed-up

Fresnel approximation 937 9.2 101.8 ⇥
Convolution 734 9 81.5 ⇥

Angular Spectrum 941 9.1 103.4 ⇥

Although it is possible to increase the performance of autofocusing by utilizing GPUs,

this comes with a capital cost for the hardware and a development cost of its integration

to the holographic setup. Instead, one can use the scaling technique as it is explained

below to lower the computation time of autofocusing without adding more resources to

the system.
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5.3 Autofocusing using The Scaling Technique

As the complexity of the autofocusing procedure is O(MN2
logN) for an image with

N ⇥N pixels, a reduction in the hologram size would imply a significant increase in the

performance of the algorithm. It is shown that scaled-down versions of a hologram may

Table 5.3: The figure shows the execution time of a single hologram reconstruction using the

convolution method and a single execution of the normalized-variance metric. The timings are

obtained on an Intel i7-2600 CPU.

Hologram size Convolution Normalized-Variance Total

1024⇥ 1024 684 ms 21.1 ms 705.1 ms

512⇥ 512 174 ms 5.2 ms 181.2 ms

256⇥ 256 45.4 ms 2.9 ms 48.3 ms

128⇥ 128 12.1 ms 0.8 ms 12.9 ms

64⇥ 64 3.45 ms 0.22 ms 3.67 ms

32⇥ 32 1.2ms 0.07 ms 1.27 ms

be used to estimate the true-focus-distance of the original hologram up to a certain scale

ratio [66]. Scaling operation with ratio k is defined as the division of the hologram in

to k ⇥ k pixels squares, and then using the average intensity and phase values of each

square as the pixel values of the new scaled hologram as demonstrated in figure 5.1.

Since this new hologram is composed of N
k
⇥ N

k
pixels, its numerical reconstruction will

be completed approximately k2
log k times faster than the original. Figure 5.3 shows

the speed-up achieved by using scaled holograms while performing a reconstruction and

assessing its sharpness. The pixel dimensions of the scaled hologram is also changed and

the new pixel dimensions are now k times larger than the original, that is:

�xs = k�x, �ys = k�y, (5.1)

where �xs and �ys are the pixel dimensions of the scaled hologram, and �x and �y are

the pixel dimensions of the original hologram.
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To perform focusing using the scaling technique, a recorded hologram is scaled-down

with ratio k. Then, the sharpness curve of this scaled hologram is calculated where the

peak of the curve indicates the true-focus-distance. Afterwards, the original hologram is

reconstructed at the true-focus-distance and a focused image of the sample is achieved.

An exemplary focusing operation using scaling is demonstrated on a hologram of USAF

chart in figure 5.2.

While it is possible to find the true-focus-distance of a hologram using the sharpness

curve of its scaled-down version, the maximum scaling limit without diverging from the

original sharpness curve is not obvious and there is a limit. The sharpness curve of a

hologram starts to broaden and its peak disappears as the scale-ratio k is increased, be-

cause the scaling operation has a low-pass characteristic. The maximum limit for the

scale-ratio is dependent on the frequency content of the hologram, and it can be increased

to the point which the high frequency content in the image is significantly lost and the

resultant sharpness curves no longer approximates the original. Holograms of objects

with balanced spatial frequency spectrum can be scaled more without diverging from the

sharpness curve of the original hologram. The exact scaling limit depends on the holo-

gram, but it is shown that eight times scaling on mega-pixel size holograms provide robust

and reliable sharpness curves [45]. On the other hand, for example, the mega-pixel size

hologram of USAF chart can be scaled 32 times without losing reliability as shown in fig-

Figure 5.1: Scaling operation is demonstrated. A hologram is divided into k by k squares, and the

average intensity of each square is set as the corresponding pixel value of the new scaled hologram.
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Figure 5.2: An exemplary autofocusing using the scaling technique. A recorded hologram of the

USAF chart (a) is scaled with ratio k = 16 and the scaled-hologram (b) is obtained. Then the

sharpness curve of this new scaled hologram (c) is computed using the normalized-variance and

the gradient-squared metrics, represented by continuous and dotted lines respectively. The true-

focus-distance of the scaled hologram is identified as 3 cm by both of the sharpness metrics as a

global maxima. Finally, the original sized hologram is reconstructed at true-focus-distance and a

focused image of the object is achieved (d).

ure 5.3, where approximately 1000 times speed-up is achieved. Scaling is an easy way to

decrease the computational load of the autofocusing procedure, and it will gain more im-

portance in the future considering the increasing rate of the pixel density of CCD cameras

in todays development pace.
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Figure 5.3: The effect of scaling on sharpness curves is shown on a recorded hologram of USAF

resolution chart. Hologram is originally composed of 1024⇥1024 pixels. Two, four, eight, 16 and

32 times scaling is applied and the sharpness curves are calculated by the four chosen metrics. As

k, increases curves mostly become wider and smoother due to the low-pass nature of the scaling.

5.3.1 Autofocusing Experiments using the Scaling Technique

The scaling technique increases the speed of autofocusing greatly, however this operation

also degrades the sharpness curve. In this section, breakdown limits of autofocusing us-

ing scaled holograms is tested in an experimental situation. Human cheek epithelial cells

are collected with a cotton swab and placed onto a microscope slide. The microscope

slide is inserted into the digital holographic microscope, and three phase-shifted holo-

grams are captured at an unknown focus distance. After performing the phase-shifting

technique, the focus distance of the cells are estimated by applying the four different

sharpness metrics (the Tenenbaum gradient, the integral power, the normalized-variance

and the deviation-based correlation) on the magnitude of the reconstructed holograms.

The reason for choosing those four sharpness metrics is that they have performed very

well for both object types, and they could also preserve accuracy even with very high
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ratios of scaling. Only the Tenenbaum gradient metric among the derivative-based sharp-

ness metrics is included in the analysis, because these metrics use the same principle,

but the Tenenbaum gradient metric has the most tolerance to noise. On the other hand,

histogram-based metrics are discluded from the analysis because they have a poor perfor-

mance under high amounts of scaling. The reason for this is that the averaging effect of

scaling groups histogram bins towards the mean gray-level bin, and therefore these met-

rics lose accuracy greatly as the images are scaled. Thresholded pixel count metric is also

excluded because it does not work for phase objects. Finally, the auto-correlation metric

is not included in the analysis, because it is highly affected by noise (even more than the

derivative based metrics) and it produces low quality curves even with small amounts of

scaling.

Although the specimen was transparent, the four chosen focus metrics were able to es-

timate the true-focus-distance correctly. Fig. 5.4-a and Fig. 5.4-b shows the reconstructed

magnitude and phase images of the specimen at the true-focus-distance. Note that the

epithelial cells are not visible in the focused magnitude image, but they can be seen very

well in detail in the phase image. It is also worth to note that, since the sample is com-

pletely invisible when on focus, integral power metric performed very well and produced

reliable sharpness curves.

In order to measure the degradation in the performance of metrics under scaling, two

measures are defined for comparing sharpness curves. Firstly, the quality measure is

defined as the inverse of full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the curve around the

global extrema, and secondly, the deviation measure is defined as the deviation of the

global extrema from the true focus point.

Epithelial cell hologram is scaled by increasing scale-ratios, and its focus distance is

estimated by each of the four metrics. Then, the quality and the deviation of the sharpness

curves are computed. The results are shown in Fig. 5.4-c and Fig. 5.4-d as a function of

the scale-ratio [41]. Surprisingly when the image is scaled by two-folds for the first time,

the sharpness curve quality of the Tenenbaum gradient metric increases. This is due to

the low-pass characteristic of the scaling method that filters out high frequency noises

which are the speckle noise and the differentiation noise in this case. Nevertheless, the
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Tenenbaum gradient metric’s sharpness curve continues to degrade just in the others when

the scale-ratio is increased more. If the epithelial cell hologram was a noise-free one, the

measured sharpness curve quality for the original image size would be higher, and it would

continuously degrade as the image was scaled. Another important observation is that 8

times scaling can be applied for autofocusing 1024 ⇥ 1024 pixels holograms of human

cheek epithelial cells with less than 1% divergence from the true-focus-distance. With 8

times scaling, approximately 64 times speed-up is achieved in the autofocusing process

without losing reliability. This is a satisfactory improvement considering that the overall

speed-up would be over five thousand times if GPUs were to be utilized in addition [45].
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Figure 5.4: (a) Hologram of human cheek epithelial cells, and (b) its reconstruction at the true

focus distance. The magnitude of the reconstructed holograms are used for finding the true focus

distance (2.4 cm in this case), where the epithelial cells are normally invisible in the image when it

is focused (b - top). After finding the focus distance, unstained epithelial cells are visible in detail

in the phase image of the reconstruction (b - bottom). To find the focus distance, the hologram is

scaled two, four, eight, 16 and 32 times, and the sharpness curve of each scaled version is computed

using the normalized-variance, the integral power, Tenenbaum gradient and the deviation-based

correlation metrics. The change in the resolution and the peak-point deviation of the sharpness

curves obtained by these four methods are shown in (c) and (d) respectively for increasing scale-

ratios. As the resolution of the curves decrease, it is possible to scale up to 8 times safely without

diverging from the actual focus distance
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5.3.2 Statistical Investigation of the Scaling Technique on Computer

Generated Holograms

The scaling method increases the speed of hologram reconstructions greatly since the

number of pixels decreases. However, it is not obvious how the sharpness curves are

affected by the scaling operation. It is also not clear how much the scale-ratio can be

increased while preserving acceptable quality and accuracy on the sharpness curves, be-

cause the exact scaling limit is dependent on the hologram content. To be able to perform

autofocusing using scaling in an unsupervised manner, it is required to know how much

scaling can be applied regardless of the hologram content. For that reason, it is essen-

tial to measure the degradation in the quality and the accuracy of the sharpness curves

statistically as a function of the scale-ratio.

Fifty different computer generated holograms of 1024⇥1024 pixels gray-scale images

of human portraits, test-structures, landscapes and micro-particles are used for testing

the affects of scaling on autofocusing of digital holograms. These images are listed in

figure 5.5. The holograms are generated 25 cm away from the camera plane, and then

they are scaled using the scaling technique with scale-ratios two, four, eight, 16, 32 and

64. Afterwards, the scaled holograms are reconstructed in 100 steps in an interval from

22 cm to 28 cm. Then for each scale-ratio, the sharpness curves are calculated by the

four previously chosen metrics, which are the normalized-variance, the integral power,

the deviation-based correlation and Tenenbaum gradient metrics [41].

For each metric and the scale-ratio, the calculated sharpness curves are overlaid on

top of each other in figure 5.6. As expected, the sharpness curves get wider and smoother

as the scale-ratio is increased due to the low-pass effect of this operation. However,

the results show that sharpness curves of scaled holograms may be used for estimating

the true-focus-distance because the peak of the sharpness curves remain consistent as

the scale-ratio is increased. It appears that for 1024 ⇥ 1024 pixels images, the peak of

the sharpness curves start to shift starting from the scale-ratio 32 (image size 32 ⇥ 32).

Another important observation is that the Tenenbaum gradient metric works better and

better as the scale-ratio is increased. Compared to the other metrics, this metric produced

visually the most clean sharpness curves with accurate peak points when scale-ratio is set
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to 16. In overall, all four of the metrics work well with the scaling method. However it is

worth to note that the deviation based correlation method appears to break down sooner

than the other three methods. The sharpness curves of this metric are severely degraded

for scale-ratios greater than 8, where the other metrics appear to sustain scale-ratio 16

very well.

To quantitatively evaluate the degradation of the sharpness curves, the quality and the

deviation measures are defined as the inverse of full width at half-maximum (FWHM)

of the curve around the peak, and the deviation of the peak from the true-focus-point

respectively. In Fig. 5.7-a and 5.7-b, the quality and the deviation of the sharpness curves

of each metric are averaged, and the average values are represented as a function of the

scale-ratio. It is observed that the average quality of the sharpness curves decrease, and

the average deviation on the peak point of the sharpness curves increase as expected when

the scale-ratio is increased. This is, again, due to the low-pass characteristic of the scaling

operation in which the cut-off frequency is proportional to the scale-ratio. Even so, it

is seen from figure 5.7-b that the deviation from the true-focus-distance is still less than

2% when 16 times scaling is applied. For the scale-ratio eight, the deviation of all of

the four metrics are on the order of one millimeter. As it was observed earlier from the

overlaid sharpness curves, the deviation based correlation metric diverges sooner than the

other metrics for scale-ratios greater than 8. Nevertheless, scaling 1024 ⇥ 1024 pixels

holograms more than 16 times is not practical because the deviation rises much faster. It

is also worth noting that the integral power metric appears to have the most tolerance to

scaling among the four chosen metrics where the deviation is remained below 2% until

64 times scaling. We suspect that since the integral power metric only sums up the pixel

values, this metric is already similar to low-pass filtering, and therefore it is inherently

the most resistant one to the low-pass effect of scaling compared to the other sharpness

metrics.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

In this thesis, autofocusing of digital holograms is investigated using common sharpness

functions developed for standard photography and microscopy. Holograms are recorded

with a digital holographic microscope, and a traditional autofocusing algorithm is exe-

cuted for estimating the optimal reconstruction distance. Eleven of the most common

sharpness functions are tested on amplitude and phase objects, where the normalized-

variance, the integral power, Tenenbaum gradient and the deviation-based correlation

methods are observed to be the most reliable and robust focus metrics. Moreover, it is

shown that autofocusing of mega-pixels size holograms is completed in almost a second,

and optimization is required for operation in real-time. A scaling technique is proposed

for increasing the performance of autofocusing in means of execution time, where the

speed of a reconstruction is improved on the order of square of the scale-ratio. The scal-

ing technique is applied during the autofocusing of a hologram of a biological specimen,

and successful results are obtained, that is, 64 times speed-up is achieved with less than

1% deviation from the true focus distance. The scaling technique is also applied to a holo-

gram of USAF resolution chart where approximately 1000 times speed-up is achieved in

autofocusing. Since the scaling technique detriments the quality of the sharpness curves,

the technique is statistically investigated on fifty computer generated holograms of var-

ious images. It is shown that the deviation from the true-focus distance of the original

holograms is less than 2% for scale-ratios lesser than or equal to 16. It is worth to note

that the speed improvement is independent of the processing power of the system, and it
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could be further improved by approximately 100 times if GPUs were to be utilized.
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